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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

RENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTION 3 Sided Roll Container - 1350x950x1820mm - Euro Pallet
Size
SKU 48279

All-metal 3-witch Euro pallet Rolling container 1350x950x1820mm with
4 swivel wheels, 2 with brakes, shelves are available separately. It is a
roll container that can be dismantled by releasing the 8 clips on the rear
gate.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 125

Material Metal

Status New

Inside dimension lenght 1298

Inside dimension width 887

Inside dimension height 1605

Outside dimension lenght 1350

Outside dimension width 950

Outside dimension height 1820

Carry weight 800

Bottom Metal

Product new, for rent

Type 3-sided Roll containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

All-metal 3-witch Euro pallet Rolling container 1350x950x1820mm with
4 125mm swivel castors, 2 with brakes, shelves are available separately.
The inside dimensions of this roll container are 1298x887x1605mm. The
unit weight is 68.8kg. This euro pallet roll container can be dismantled by
releasing the 8 clips that secure the rear gate to the side rails. The side
gates are placed in the ground as push-in gates. This construction allows
you to save space when the roll container is in storage or during return
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transport when it is not in use.The tubes of this roll container are 50x20
mm, which means that the capacity of this roll container is 800kg.The
125 mm casters are equipped with roller bearings and have a black PA
core and a grey elastic rubber tread.Both side gates and the rear gate
consist of a tubular frame of 22mm diameter with wire mesh meshes of
50x50x4mmThis roll container can be fitted with any wheel from our
range at your request, for example with a brake, suitable for freezer or
both. A sound-absorbing softer rubber wheel with or without a break, it's
all possible.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/3-sided-roll-container-1350x950x1820mm-euro-
pallet-size-48279
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